G)

Estimated Project Costs, including first three phases per addendum.

Value of property to be acquired: $_ 1.00
Cost of Construction/Reconstruction: $_ 10,000,000.00
Value of equipment to be purchased: $_ 8,775,000.00
Estimated cost of engineering/architectural services: $_ 250,000.00
Other: $ 750,000.00 Infrastructure x site work
Total Capital Costs: $_ 19,775,001.00
Project refinancing; estimated amount
(for refinancing of existing debt only)

$

Sources of Funds for Project Costs:
Bank Financing:

$ 12,000,000.00

Equity (excluding equity that is attributed to grants/tax credits)

$ 7,775,001.00

Tax Exempt Bond Issuance (if applicable)

$ 000

Taxable Bond Issuance (if applicable)

$ 000

Public Sources (Include sum total of all state and federal
grants and tax credits)

$ 000

Identify each state and federal grant/credit:
$

To be advised

$
$
$
$ 19,775,001.00

Total Sources of Funds for Project Costs:

The Agency will collect 1% origination fee on the total capital costs at the time of closing *

* We request fee to be paid as each phase begins. Amount of fee TBD
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(1) Employment Plan
This project is comprised of several phases and is intended to be completed over a period of 10
years. Due to permitting and other variables it is a little premature to speculate on the exact
timing and sequence of construction and the final size of the facility.
This new project is being designed in such a way with certain additional capacities that will make
Seneca Dairy Systems competitive, reducing the need for imports.
(2) Current employee status
As of March 2019 Seneca Dairy Systems employs a total of 31 workers.
(3) Phase one job opportunities
Phase one will begin when all approvals are in place and the construction phase of phase one
will take approximately nine (9) months to be completely operational. The timing of the
approvals could extend the construction cycle by an additional four (4) months. Phase one will
consist of building a modern galvanizing wing along with an office complex and a small portion
of the future warehouse. The size of phase one will be around 56,000 sq feet. There is an
equipment investment of around $2,000,000.00 during this phase and a construction
investment of around $2,900,000.00. As part of phase one, there will be approximately twelve
(12) new employees after the first year of operation. After the system begins to stabilize in year
two, we anticipate increasing the employees to a total of approximately thirty five (35) new
employees. This should occur by the end of the second full year of stabilized operation.
(4) Phase two job opportunities
Phase two will likely begin after phase one is completely stabilized, which should occur by the
end of year 2. Phase two will include erecting additional manufacturing space for increasing
production capacity for existing products and will take approximately eight (8) months to
complete the construction phase. The timing of the approvals could extend the construction
cycle by an additional four (4) months. The additional manufacturing facility will include up to
90,000 sq feet and may include an addition to the warehouse. The total equipment purchases
during this phase should equal around $2,500,000.00 and total construction costs for phase two
should equal an additional 3,200,000.00. We hope to increase our employee base during this
period to include a total of approximately 60 new FTE’s after this construction phase is complete
which should be approximately five years after Phase 1 begins.
(5) Phase three job opportunities
Phase three constructions should begin about four (4) years after phase two becomes
completely operational. Phase three of this project would include an additional manufacturing
space to further increase production capacity for current and future products. The phase three
construction periods should take six (6) to ten (10) months to complete but the timing of the
approvals could extend this by an additional four (4) months. When this phase is complete, we
should have a total of approximately 120,000 sq feet of manufacturing space. Phase three would
also include the completion of all the warehousing which will be up to 47,000 sq ft. As part of
this phase we anticipate purchasing $4,275,000.00 (in today’s dollars) of additional equipment
and the complete construction costs will be $3,900,000.00. Some of these capital investments
may occur prior to phase 3 construction beginning. When this phase is complete, Seneca Dairy
Systems would have around 223,000 sq feet of manufacturing and warehouse facility. Within

two years after completion we will likely employ approximately 34 new employees resulting in
up to approximately 125 full time employees in total.
(6) Fringe Benefits (Current Estimates)
a. Health Insurance. Maximum benefit for average employee is 14.6% of their salary.
b. PTO. Maximum annual benefit for an average employee is 6.9%
c. Holidays. Maximum annual benefit for an average employee is 2.7%
d. 401k. Maximum annual benefit for an average employee is 4%
e. Disability. Maximum annual benefit for an average employee is .05%
f. Social Security. Maximum annual benefit for an average employee is 6.24%
g. Additional unemployment benefits. Insurance coverage when out of work. Maximum annual
benefit for an average employee is 1%
The Maximum Fringe benefit for the average employee is 35.49% of their salary.

